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Dear Investor,
There are several new points to mention in our 2022 edition of this
report. First, the funds have changed their financial year-end from
September to December. This had the effect of extending the previous
financial year by three months, and is why this report is coming to you
later than the previous one.
During the reporting period (30 September 2020 – 31 December 2021)
we added four new funds as we continue to develop and grow. This brings
the total number of funds on the Morgan Stanley UK fund platform from
six to ten.
Also, for this report cycle, we have engaged an independent expert
third party to support and challenge our review. Based on a detailed
assessment of each fund and the key factors driving value, we have
found that, on the whole, all funds are delivering value and performing
within reasonable expectations.
We do note that equity market volatility in late 2021 resulted in belowaverage performance for several funds. Fears over rising cases of the
Omicron variant of Covid-19 and the timing of the U.S. Federal Reserve’s
asset tapering and interest rate increases weighed on investor sentiment.
As long-term investments, these funds generally maintain market exposure
through all market environments, and are at all times managed to their
investment objectives. While this can mean short-term volatility, it does
not change the validity of this approach for long-term investments.
Stewardship of our clients’ investments, including sustainability and ESG
concerns, remains as important to us as ever.
I cannot sign off without a word of remembrance and appreciation for Jackie
James, whose untimely passing in 2021 deprived the Board of a dedicated
member and a unique and vibrant presence. She is greatly missed.

Respectfully,

Simon Ellis
on behalf of the Board of the Authorised Corporate Director

Findings at a Glance
The table below shows each fund's results in the 7 categories of evaluation as well as its overall rating.
None of these funds failed to deliver overall value.
Descriptions of the seven categories are as follows:
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QUALITY OF SERVICE

The range and quality of services provided to the funds and to investors.
GENERAL COSTS

What investors pay for the services they and the funds receive.
ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Any reductions in investor costs made possible by growth of the funds' total assets.
COMPARABLE SERVICES

What Morgan Stanley charges its alternative investment funds for comparable services.
COMPARABLE MARKET RATES

What the funds pay for services compared to what other funds are paying.
CLASSES OF SHARES

Whether all investors are in the most appropriate share class.
PERFORMANCE

Whether each fund has met its stated investment objective.

The categories and findings are described more fully on the following pages.
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Results that Apply Across All Funds
Quality of Service
FOCUS

The range and quality of
services provided to the
funds and to investors.
FINDING

All funds are receiving a
high standard of service.

This assessment addressed:
• T
 he services provided by the Authorised
Corporate Director (ACD), the investment
manager and the firms the ACD has chosen
to provide critical services to the fund, such
as the depository and the transfer agent
• H
 ow well we engage and communicate
with investors
• T
 he continuity of our service during the
ongoing COVID 19 crisis
Experienced executives and managers perform
the services. The Board of the ACD includes
independent directors, and all directors have
extensive investment industry experience and
together bring a diversity of expertise and
viewpoints. The Board meets at least four
times a year and its members are fully engaged
in their responsibilities.
An investment oversight team regularly
reviews each fund. The oversight team is
independent of the investment teams and is
responsible for ensuring that strategies are
being implemented as intended in the context
of changing market dynamics. Teams of
industry professionals manage fund assets, led
by portfolio managers with an average of 30
years of experience.

A dedicated sustainability team is responsible
for implementing the sustainability business
strategy and governance processes set by
Morgan Stanley Investment Management
(MSIM), and for supporting the integration and
evolution of ESG investment programs. For
Global Balanced Sustainable, Global Sustain
and Sustainable Fixed Income Opportunities,
the team also oversees development and
implementation of the sustainability policy, a
more intense application of ESG principles.
For services that have been delegated,
all service providers are leaders in their
specialties and have demonstrated
satisfactory service. A UK-based MSIM team
with an average of 20 years of industry
experience oversees the operations of these
service providers.
Many MSIM and service provider employees
continued working from home during the
report period.
Substantial information is available through our
website, periodic webinars and social media.
Investors can contact our distribution teams for
further information. We received one investor
complaint during the report period.

General Costs
FOCUS

What investors pay for
the services they and
the funds receive.
FINDING

Ongoing fees and
charges are appropriate
for the size and
complexity of the funds.

Ongoing costs for investors are comprised
of the charges for investment management,
administration and the depository and
operating expenses. In this assessment
we considered charges paid by the funds,
benchmarked them against others in the
market, and reviewed the governance and
oversight of expenses. The independent third
party was closely involved in these activities,
providing data and expertise to help with

industry averages and peer group analysis.
See also information about expense caps in
the next category, "Economies of Scale".
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Economies of Scale
FOCUS

Any reductions in
investor costs made
possible by growth of
the funds' total assets.
FINDING

To date, no funds have
achieved this, but
cost caps maintain
reasonable cost levels.

Although the funds have the potential to
attain economies of scale that may result in
lower ongoing fees, in the absence of such
economies of scale each fund is subject
to expense caps. These caps effectively
mean that the ACD subsidises the funds
out of its own resources, thereby ensuring
that investor fees are fair and reasonable
whether economies of scale have been
achieved or not.

The ACD regularly monitors fund costs on
both an absolute and competitive basis, and
uses its analysis to determine where to set
the fee caps.

Comparable Services
FOCUS

What Morgan Stanley
charges its alternative
investment funds for
similar services.
FINDING

This assessment is based on a detailed
review of other types of Morgan Stanley
funds, in both the UK, Luxembourg and
the US, that are similar as to investment
objective, investment policies and assets
under management. Where cost factors

were different (for example, different
service levels, operational requirements or
regulatory costs), we made adjustments
so that we could make comparisons on an
equal basis.

Overall, service fees
are equivalent to what
these funds pay.

Comparable Market Rates
FOCUS

What the funds pay
for services compared
to what other funds
are paying.
FINDING

Overall, share classes
are paying competitive
rates for services and
are priced competitively
for investors; the
fee caps have kept
investor costs fair and
reasonable.

We looked at the difference between the
annual fees and charges the share classes
paid to service providers and those paid by
comparable shares in a representative peer
group of UK-registered funds. In making our
comparisons we took into consideration
investment style and objective, type of share
class, and other relevant factors (such as
whether the fund is actively managed or is a
tracker fund).

The I classes of one fund, Global Brands
Equity Income, appeared to be paying higher
than usual rates, as reflected by the amber
dot in the Comparable Market Rates column.
Because of strong performance the fees have
not proved excessive, but the Board is closely
monitoring them.
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Classes of Shares
FOCUS

Whether all investors
are in the most
appropriate share class.
FINDING

All investors are in
the most beneficial
share class for which
they qualify.

This assessment involved reviewing every
registered shareholder, determining if they
were eligible to be in a different class, and
then calculating whether the class they are
in already was the most appropriate, based
on the prospectus and the investor's level
of assets.

For the report period, we did not identify any
investor for which a different class would be
more beneficial.

Results for Specific Funds
Performance
FOCUS

Whether each fund
has met its stated
investment objective.
FINDING

There were six
total instances of
underperformance: five
involving I Acc shares
one involving I Acc
H shares. These are
indicated in the table on
page 3. The instances
are addressed under
the general narrative
for each of the affected
funds below.

To assess performance, we considered each
fund’s investment objective, and, for each share
class, its performance against benchmarks and
a representative peer group. In all cases, we
did our assessments using net performance
(performance after all fees have been deducted).
The performance tables in this section show
average annual returns for 1, 3 and 5 years, as
applicable, and since inception (noted "Incep").
The column "vs bmark" shows how far above
or below its benchmark a class has
performed over the stated period. "N/A" indicates
the class has not been in existence long enough
to have further performance to report.
Sterling Corporate Bond Fund uses a
target benchmark. For all other funds, the
benchmarks shown are for comparison
purposes only. In all cases, the securities in
the benchmark are similar to those typically
held by the fund and by its peer group.

Developing Opportunity Fund

The fund aims to grow your investment
over 3 to 5 years.
The fund has lagged its benchmark over the
1-year period and since inception (July 2020).
Factors hampering fund performance include
rising interest rates, regulation- related declines
in Chinese stocks during Q3 2021, and declines
in the fund's holdings in Consumer Discretionary
and Communication Services sectors.
The investment manager has demonstrated a
strong long-term track record, including with
investments based on the long-term prospects
for undervalued, high quality companies with
diverse business drivers. The focus continues on
bottom-up stock selection and the 3 to 5

year outlook for portfolio companies whose
performance is not closely tied to any
particular market environment.
Annualised Returns (%)
Class

1Y

vs BMK Incep vs BMK

I Acc -20.42 -18.78 - 3.31 -12.80

N/A

N/A

F Acc -20. 26 -18.62 - 3.11 -12.57

N/A

N/A

Global Balanced Income Fund

The fund aims to provide income and capital
growth over 3 to 5 years. The fund aims to
achieve its investment objective by managing
total portfolio risk by seeking to achieve a
target volatility level of 8%.
The fund includes ESG and sustainability
considerations as a fundamental and integral
part of its investment process.
Rather than managing to a traditional
benchmark, the fund seeks to manage its overall
volatility to a target level. The investment team
that manages the fund has a strong track record
in this regard, including in other investments
with longer operating histories than this one.
No benchmark comparisons are shown in
the table below because the fund does not
compare its return to any index or other
benchmark. Fund performance is continually
reviewed against peers.
Cumulative Returns (%)
Class

Incep

I Acc

3.06

N/A

N/A

F Acc

1.35

N/A

N/A

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results . Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.
All performance data is calculated NAV to NAV, net of fees, and does not take account of commissions and costs incurred on
the issue and redemption of units. The source for all performance and Index data is Morgan Stanley Investment Management.
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Performance
FOCUS

Whether each fund
has met its stated
investment objective.
FINDING

All equity funds
performed in line
with their investment
objectives; Sterling
Corporate Bond
Fund marginally
underperformed
the benchmark
referenced in its
investment objective.

Global Balanced Sustainable Fund

The fund aims to provide income and capital
growth over 3 to 5 years. The fund aims to
achieve its investment objective by managing
total portfolio risk by seeking to achieve a
target volatility level of 8%.
The fund includes ESG and sustainability
considerations as a fundamental and integral
part of its investment process.
Rather than managing to a traditional
benchmark, the fund seeks to manage its
overall volatility to a target level. The
investment team that manages the fund has
a strong track record in this regard, including
in other investments with longer operating
histories than this one.
No benchmark comparisons are shown in
the table below because the fund does not
compare its return to any index or other
benchmark. Fund performance is continually
reviewed against peers.
Cumulative Returns (%)
Class

Incep

I Acc

4.78

N/A

N/A

F Acc

2.27

N/A

N/A

Global Brands Equity Income Fund

The fund aims to provide regular income and
to grow your investment over 5 to 10 years.
The fund has met its investment objective
and outperformed peers over all time
periods, while lagging its benchmark. It has
appeared more resilient in deteriorating
markets than its peers while maintaining a
strong risk/return profile.

Global Brands Fund
The fund aims to grow your investment
over 5 to 10 years.
The fund has met its investment objective
and performed strongly, outperforming its
benchmark across all time periods. The fund
has also outperformed peers since inception.
The hedged share class has outperformed its
benchmark but lagged peers since inception,
although the track record is just over two
years, and thus short of the recommended
investment period.
Annualised Returns
Class

1Y

vs BMK

3Y

I Acc

24.00

1.05

19.29

0.05

N/A

N/A

I Acc H 23.82 0.87

I Acc

1Y

vs BMK

21.07 -1.88

3Y
16.71

12.77

N/A

N/A

The fund aims to grow your investment
over 3 to 5 years.
The fund has lagged its benchmark over its
very short history (as at the report date,
less than 1 year). Factors hampering fund
performance include declines in the fund's
holdings in the Consumer Discretionary and
Communication Services sectors and a focus
that does not include the largest companies
in the benchmark.
The investment manager has demonstrated a
strong long- term track record, including with
investments based on the long-term prospects
for unique companies with strong, sustainable
competitive advantages and opportunities for
growth. The focus continues on bottom-up
stock selection and a 3-to-5-year outlook.
Cumulative Returns (%)

vs BMK Incep vs BMK
-2.53

13.98 2.94

Global Insight Fund

Annualised Returns
Class

vs BMK Incep vs BMK

-1.06

Class

Incep vs BMK

I Acc

- 7.68

-29.56

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

F Acc

- 5.66

- 17.88

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.
All performance data is calculated NAV to NAV, net of fees, and does not take account of commissions and costs incurred on
the issue and redemption of units. The source for all performance and Index data is Morgan Stanley Investment Management.
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Performance
FOCUS

Whether each fund
has met its stated
investment objective.
FINDING

All equity funds
performed in line
with their investment
objectives; Sterling
Corporate Bond
Fund marginally
underperformed
the benchmark
referenced in its
investment objective.

Global Sustain Fund
The fund aims to grow your investment over 5
to 10 years.
The fund includes ESG considerations
as a fundamental and integral part of its
investment process.
The fund launched in September 2019 and
as such, has a short track record. During this
time it has met its
investment objective. The fund has
outperformed peers on a 1-year basis but
lagged since inception. Although its track
record is short, the fund has exhibited favourable
risk-adjusted performance versus peers.
Annualised Returns
Class

1Y

The fund aims to provide income and capital
growth over 5 years.
The fund includes ESG considerations
as a fundamental and integral part of its
investment process.
Performance is not measured against a
benchmark (and therefore the table below
does not contain benchmark comparisons);
rather, the fund is managed through a
flexible, active approach across fixed income
securities. The investment team has a strong
track record in providing returns to investors
in line with investment objectives.
Annualised Returns

vs BMK Incep vs BMK

I Acc

20.75 -2. 20 14.87 -1.07

N/A

N/A

I Acc H

20.36 -2.59 16.25 - 0.83

N/A

N/A

F Acc

20.93 -2.01 15.01 - 0.93

N/A

N/A

F Acc H1 20.68 -2. 26 16.14 - 0.90

N/A

N/A

Sterling Corporate Bond Fund
The fund aims to provide income while also
growing your investment by outperforming,
net of fees, the ICE BofAML Sterling Non-Gilts
Index (GBP) over 1 to 3 years.
The fund has met its investment objective,
and outperformed its benchmark for all time
periods. Performance against peers has been
strong; outperforming over three years and,
for Class I Acc, since class inception, and
lagging only slightly over one year and, for
Class F Acc, since class inception.

Class

1Y

Incep

I Acc

-0.82

-0.82

N/A

F Acc

-0.62

-0.44

N/A

US Advantage Fund
The fund aims to grow your investment over 3
to 5 years.
The fund has met its objectives and
outperformed peers and its benchmark
since inception.
Annualised Returns
Class

1Y

vs BMK

1Y

vs BMK

3Y

I Acc

-2. 21

0.82

4.99

0.34

5.87

0.35

F Acc

-2.07

0.96

5.16

0.51

4.51

- 0.17

3Y

vs BMK Incep vs BMK

I Acc

-3.76 -33.66 25.41 1.89 24.22 2.27

I Acc H

-5.55 -35.45 N/A

F Acc

-3.47 -33.36 23.51 2.28 19.67 3.13

F Acc H1 -5.43 -0.62

Annualised Returns
Class

Sustainable Fixed Income
Opportunities Fund

N/A

N/A

N/A

28.00 6.53

24.97 -0.44

vs BMK Incep vs BMK

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results . Returns may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations.
All performance data is calculated NAV to NAV, net of fees, and does not take account of commissions and costs incurred on
the issue and redemption of units. The source for all performance and Index data is Morgan Stanley Investment Management.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
All documents listed below are available on
morganstanley.com/im.
COSTS
• D
 escriptions of investment management, administration
and depositary fees: prospectus.
• A
 ctual costs for most recent year: Key Investor
Information Document (calendar year), annual report
(report period/accounting year).

PERFORMANCE
• P
 erformance of a specific share class: fact sheet (past 10
calendar years: per year, average, cumulative), Key Investor
Information Document (past 5 calendar years), annual
report (report period/accounting year).
S ERVICES
• N
 ame and address of each current service provider and
what the provider does: prospectus.
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Our Evaluation Process
The Board's Role in this Value Assessment
As in previous years, the Board's involvement was very hands-on as to
oversight, review and decisions.
This year the Board's independent directors became involved earlier in
the process. All directors at various times asked questions or requested
additional information and analysis. The introduction of the independent
third party added additional insights, validation and input into this review.
All of this activity is in addition to the Board's regular ongoing reviews of
all funds. The Board was responsible for approving this report, the followup from the last report's action items, and deciding on new action items.
If you have questions or comments, you can contact us via
morganstanley.com/im.
Zoë Parish
Executive Director & CEO

Tim Cornick
Independent Non-Executive Director

Jayne Rogers
Executive Director

Simon Ellis
Independent Non-Executive Director

Progress on previous actions agreed
by the Board
•  Review and seek to renegotiate service provider fees: Our review indicated
that the pricing for the administrator that was implemented in January
2020 is still competitive and designed for scale. We did identify an
opportunity for savings in the case of the transfer agent, however. We
subsequently negotiated a new fee schedule with this provider, effective 1
June 2021, that provides additional service benefits as well as a significant
reduction in fees.
• R
 eview and monitor Sterling Corporate Bond Fund's strategy, process and
performance: The fund has been able to achieve a record of delivering
value in all categories.

Current actions agreed by the Board
• M
 onitor comparable market rates for Global Brands Equity Income.
• D
 iscuss adding specific sustainability criteria to the next Assessment of
Value report.
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